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By :I sauce we mlean a Wausdorff topological space and by a map wie 
mean ii continuous function. 
The principal result and tool of this paper is thte following theorem 
which proves a conjecture of Morita and Tamano [ 13,191, 
Theore3n I. Suppose X is metric and X >( Y is normal. Then X X Y is 
coun ta My puracumpact if and only if Y is countably pcxxoimpact. 
A space Y is A-parucompact provided h is an infinite cz~dbal an 
lsvery open cover of Y of cardinality X has a locally ftite open re& 
.nement. Theorem 1 is needed to prove Theorems 2 and 3, 
Tiworem 2. P~ppost! X is metric and Y is normal Qnd h-padrcrconlpnct. 
Them the following czre equivalent : 
(a) X X Y is normal, 
(b)X X Y is countab& paracomptxt, 
(42) X X Y is normal and X-puraco 
3. Suppose X is metric, C is compact, (E 
A.-pciruacompact. Then the j”oZlowing are e~u~v~le~ t:
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X and Y X C are both nrormal, 
(b) X x Y x C is normal and countably paracompakt, 
(c) X x Y x C isl raorrtzal and bparacompact. 
mcse theorems in turnhave cwksequtznces in the area of closed maps 
w&lk is our real concern, Closed maps preserve normality c201 y .Para- 
comp,actness [ 91 I and X-paracom pactness f 12 I l Fhwer, if f 1, Y + z is 
a clo& map, the map (idx X f) : (x X y) +T (x X 2) is not neces!%uily 
{closed. Iff : Y + Z is a perfect map (i.e,, a closed map with compkt 
point inverses), then the map (idx X ft: (iY X Y) + (2.’ X 2) is itsdf 
a p&f&i rrnap [ l&l ] . We see &en that Pf X X Y is normal (paracom- 
pact, X-paracompact and f : Y -3s Z is a perfect map, then X X Z is 
normal (paracompact, ?+paraeo:tnpact). If the word “lperfect” in the 
previous tatement is replaced br the word “closed”, the new state- 
ment is in general false, as sho ‘. ‘by an example in Section 4 of this 
paper, The principal purpose this paper is ,to study restrictions on X 
which would make the STatemen t true for closed maps. 
Let % be the class of all spact:s X with the following property: If Y 
is any space such that X X Y is Irormal and if 2 is any image of Y under 
a closed map, then X X 2 is’nor;xA, Define classes SP and X -P similar- 
ly with “normal” replaced by ‘“~xxra~compact” and “normal and X-para- 
compact”, respectively a 
It has previously been sh.own [ 17’1 that all compact spaces belong 
3s %. Theorem 4 proves a frequently posed conjeckdre of Morita [ 13, 
14, 15 P that all metric .spaces belong to 32. By Theorem 5 every pro- 
ct of a metric space and a compact space belongs to 9& 9, and X- 9. 
chael ‘points out that an. analogous’argument would show that every 
product of a metric space and a ir-compact space belongs to 9& 9, and 
A- 9. 
By Theorem 6, P contains every closed subs, 5. aIf a product of a metric 
space and a compact space. Thk class of spaces is precisely the class of 
all paracompact M-spaces [ 14,115 ] , and also the class of all paracom- 
pact p-spaces, as v7laell asthe: class of all perfect preimages of metric 
spaces f 1, I . Since *this class of spaces has been extensively studied; it 
iat it is a subclass of W; WC: conjeebre 
to 9l, so % has non-paracompact 
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The example is particularly surprising because 
canno& be metric. at there exists sulch an example wi 
eves a con&et 0fNagami [ 15). 
ude the introduction by giving twlo examples of diffe(rent 
ations of Theorem 1. 
KGer space is a normal space which is not countably paracom- 
1. It is not known whether X X Y can be a Djowke:r space with- 
olut either X or Y being a Dowker space. Theorem 1 (together with 
Fact I(d) in the next section) implies that, if Xis metric and X X Y is 
a Do’wker space, then Y is a Dowker space and X is discrete. 
Another application is found in dimension theory, Kodama [ ‘7% has 
proved that, if X is metric and X >(: Y is normal and’countably paraccm- 
pact, then dim(X X Y) 4 dim X+ dim Y. By Theorem 1, countable 
paracompactness i  unnecessary in the hypothesis of Kodama’s theo- 
rem; and Theorem 4 implies that j,f Z is the image of Y under a closed1 
map, then dim(.X X 2) G dim X+ dim 2. 
1. Some well known fwts 
Let us say a space S has property CPN provided, for every family 
Co, :tiEw of closed sets in S with I$, o _D, = $!J and D,, l C, D, , there 
is a family (K, }nEm of closed sets in S such that D, n IQ = 8 for all 
~9 and S = U nE W K, o We say S has property CP if, given A?,$ a~ above,, 
t:here: xist open sets Un such that S = U,, W I/n and 13, n Vn = $!I for 
all jvl. 
Fac4 1. (a) A. normal space is countably paracompac? if and only if it 
has property CPN [ 41 . 
(b) A space is countably ps?acompact if and only [fit has property 
CP [6]. 
(c) If C is a nondiscrete compact metric space, then C X Y is no 
if and only if Y is nwmul and cbuntably pwacompact [a, 111. 
Cd) IfX is either a nsndiscrete metric space or an ,lnfinite co 
spa-cc, then X X Y is normal implies that Y is coun tably 
act 2. (a) closed prewve no 
ant21 kparacompac tress in normal qdace8 [ 121, 
(b) [ ,101 If f : Y + Z is a perfect ( 
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ct 3 [ II]. Ijf Y is Jkpu?~~ompfi!ct (purucompuct) and C i@ compuct, 
then Y x C is :Il-purucompucr (J?ur7!2compQct [3] ). 
[ IO]. Llet I be the clused Mt inter&. Then S X IA is normal 
if and only if S is normal und k-puvucsmpact, 
et 5, A space S i&g normal prcrvi’ded &r each put M uvd K of disjoint 
closed s&sets of S ere existjknilies (Un}nEW und [V’}new of open 
sets such that ,H C 
and v,., n H=p). 
nEwUnand dYcUfl,,Vn&rd, for&n, &nK=Q) 
ct 6 [ 18 1. Jf X is metric, there is u fumily ($ = UnE w ( $jn } of locully 
finite open covers of X such thut :: 
(a) G E qB i!mpks G hits diumeter less than l/2” ; 
(b)if G E 9’ = (G 69 I G is nYlt;bt discrete}, then there is at most one 
AI with G E Qn ; 
(c) bn +1 rej‘ines $, for all n. 
2. Tk praoP olil Theorem 1 
ma. Assume that X ls a met& spuce WR? that the construction of 
Fact 6 for X has been made. For touch G E 9 we can select distinct 
points pG and qc in G such that IZO point C$ X is selected twice. 
of. Well order the elements of’ each $& : for some ordinal I&, let 
= &tar Lx<++ We select our two points for each C,, according to 
the llerciccgraphic ordaring: ntar < rnp if and only if ur < m, oa n = m and 
CR < /3. Suppose we have selected istinct points in each G,, for 
na < II@. We wish to select two new points in C,,. Since G,, E g’, 
it has :a limit point w. And since e!:ach gfl is loeallly finite, there is an 
open set W in Ai’ cont:aining w whkh meets only finitely many members 
of u n G m $$, . Consequently we hs[ve sekcted only a finite number of 
points from W. Since W n G,, is finite, we can select distinct points 
PG?I~ glnd qGmp in G,, p 
, ata & nzp. c3 
which are ;leither p(& nor qGna for any 
aracornpact if and only if 
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*. Suppose that X is .metric and nondimede and that 
is normal. Then X X Y is coun tabZy paracornpact. 
n accordance with Fact 1 (a), we 
that it has property 
sed sets in X X Y kith tl’I nE cd D, = 0. Also assume 
the construction scribed in Fact 6 for X, and assume pc and qG have 
been chosen in each G CC 8 as described in the Lemma. 
Let n be the projection map from X X Y onto Y. For each G .E Qn, 
let D, be the closure in Y Iof w((c X Y) (7 LB,,). Then! for each G E #P 
let & = (pG } )(: II, and Qc = (qc } X D, c IMne .P* = U,, gk P; 
andQ, =U,, 
closed in X X ? 
;I QG l 1Sinz:e 9; is locally finite in X9 Pfl and Q, are 
. 
Let+ U nEw B, and Q = U,,, Q,* 
Claim 1. P and Q are disjoiiv t and closed r’n X i( Y. 
Pro05 P and Q we certainky disjoint by cw Lemma., To see that Pis closed, 
supposle (x, y) 4 I? There is an n such thas (x, )I) 4 11,. Hence there is 
a basic open set L X 0 in X X Y containklg (x, y) such thiat I), n (L X 0) 
= 0. There is an m > PE such that l/Zm < d(x, X- L). Let 
Since M C L, (M X O;\ n I$ = (0 for all. k > m. But IJi, m Pi is closed; 
so there ti an open set W in X X Y cont.alinir;g (x, 11) such that 
Fw (U f< m Pi) = 8. Thus d!’ x E G E !3, 9 (G X O) f’i W iS ~II Opk?Xl Rt CORl- 
tainirg (Ix, y) and missing 4 ; P hence P is proved closed. Similarly Q is 
closed. 
By the normality of X X: Y, there are open subsets U’ and V of X X Y 
such that P C. u and Q C V and 67 n v = $9. For each G E 9’ define 
A, = Y-7r((C:3 Y)fi v), 
BG = Y-n((CX Y)n iv) g 
Note that A, and B, are closed in Y. Since 9 I, is locally finite, 
Then(CX @})n v= 
.r.d hence y $. AG. Simil 
?l’huu, by the defirlition of H, I 
x is not a limit point of X} 
and k E G) define 
Since {x ) x Y is ho~meomorphir: to Y, by the definition of (l)k 1, D, 
is closed in Y, Dkx ZE Dk.+l,x anal &Ew D,, = Thus, since Y is count- 
ably paracompac here are closed sets Ckx in such that Ckx n Dk, = Q 
for all k E w and = ‘Y. Since each $j& is locally finite, 
is closed in X X Y. Also Hi n D, = $9. 
Let Kn = Hn U Hz. Then & is c’losed in X X Y and Kn n D,, = $9. 
Cl;rirn 3. XX Y = UnEw K,. 
Proo+f Let (x, y) E X x Y. Since u n v = @, either (x, y) belongs to 
(X X Y) - 0 or (X X Y) - r. Suppose that (x, y) to (x X Y) - r. Then 
thereisajEwandGEQfswithxEGand(& b))n V=@If 
GES’, YEA, and(x8y)EHf.IfGE~-S’,thereisaniEosuchthat 
{x) E G, for all m 26 i. Also there is a k E 1b1 such that y E Ck., . Choose 
m = i + k; then (x, y) E Hz . In any case (x, y) E lJnE (*3 KFj. ’ 
The proof o? this claim completes our proof that X X Y has property 
CP’N. 3 
Theorem 2, stated. in the intrp;iJuction, was first proved by Morita 
rita*s theorem generalized 
orb). suppose x is metric, x x 
Then X X Y is normul. 
e the structure desctibed in Fact 6 for X. e work: toward 
Let n: X X Y -+ Y be the projection map. Suppose H and K are dis- 
joint and closed i;~ X 
For each G c 9, le G be the intersection of the closures in 
T(H n (G X Y)) and w(K n (Zf X Y)). For II E U, let Rn = 
“GE 
18 
c X RG. By the local finiteness of gn each R, is closed in 
xx . ‘Since G, + 1 refines GA, R, 3 Rn+l. Also nnGw R, = &) because 
each point of X X Y is contained in a basic or”en set intersecting only 
one of H and 
Py Fact l(b), X X Y has the CP property. So there is a nested open . 
cover CV, l+nEw of X X Y such that, for each n, ??, n R, = (8. For 
each G E Sn, let 
‘lbc = (u E Yi (G >I( cy)) c vn ).
Since YG and R, are clos!ed and disjoint subsets of the normal space 
Y, there is an open set & of Y such that 
(i) Vll contains the intersection of YG and the closure of 
n(H 1-1 (G X Y)). 
(ii) TG does not intersect the closure of zr(K f! (6 X Y)). 
Define Vn = GX VG.ThenF,nK:-~.AndU,,,~:,~H 
since each poin elongs to a basic open s& in X X Y contained 
in some VN. 
Silmilary we can cover K by a countable family of open sets whose 
closures miss H; and thus, by Fact 5, X X Y is proved normal. •i 
lhm-em 3* .Suppose X is metric, C is compuct md both X x Y and 
Y X Cure normal. Then X X Y X C is normd. 
oojF.(ModifIed by E. Michael). Since X X Y is norm& by Theorem 1 ,, 
X Y is countably paracompact. Since the product of a compact space 
and a countably paracomipact space is countably paracompact by Fat 
3, X X Y X C :is countably paracompact . But) since X 
ably paracompact, X X Y X C is normal by Theorem Z 
e are now ready to prove ic, C 
CO set* i2Pz L.9 no 
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We want to prove that t f~~~OJ@bii am f4u~v:~ent: 
(a) both xx Y and Y x ease nomal, 
X C is nom2d and countably paracompact, 
(c) X X Y X C is normC21 and A-paracompact. 
Theorem 1 o and act 3, (a) im- 
l w lrrove (b) im lies (c). By Fact 3 and Fact 4, Y X C X I” is 
are given that X %C Y X C is normal, so, by Theorem 3*, 
I< 1k is normal. Thus, by Fact 4, X X Y X C is X-paracom- 
ence (0) implies l!:G). 
That (c) im@ies (a) is trivial, so Theorem 3 is proved. Cl 
re proof 3f Propositisn A 
Proposition A. Any product of a metric space and a compact space be- 
longs to %I, 9 and A- 2 and any closed subspace of such a space belongs 
to 9. 
We first prove that all metric spaces belong to 9L This was proved 
orita ina letter to the authors, under the additional hypothesis 
that X X Y is countably paracompact. 
‘\Ve include a different proof. 
t?OlZ . If X is met&,, XX Y is normal, and Z is a closed image of 
Y, then X X Z is normal. 
00 ssume .f : Y + 2 is a closed map. By Fact 2 (a), closed maps 
preserve normality. So, since Y is clearly nsrmal, 2 is normal. If X is 
discrete, X X 2’ is trivially normal, so a-.-3t1me*X is not discrete. By The- 
orem 2*, it will suffice to prove that X X 2 is counta0ly paracompact. 
By Fact l(d) and Theorem 1, X X Y is counts 
nd is hence count- 
ssume the structure of Fact 6 for X. 
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and let 
Since f is a closed map, FG is closed in 2. ~le~ly D, and Fc are dis- 
joint. Since 2! is norm&: , there is an open subset KG of 2 such that 
FG c Fk and “c n DG = !$a For each n E w define 
~~ = ‘G, Bin Gx~,&Then&nDR =: 9, and since gm is locally 
finite, ,Kn is closed in X X2. Also Kn is the cllosure of the open set 
UG E @r C X v& and the union of these open sets covers X X i? since 
WQ,,:, covers XX Y. IIence XX Y has prqerty CP aird is countably 
paracomyact . 0 
Theorem 5. if X is metric C is compact, X :I< Y X C i.9 normaQY is 
kparac:umpuct), and Z is the imuge of Y w..der a closed map, then 
X X 2 X C is normal (and A-par&ompact). 
Proof. By Theorem 4, X X 2 is normal. It is proved in [ 171 that all com- 
pact spaces belong to %; thus Z X C is normal. So, by Theorem 3, 
X X % X C is normal (and X-parscompact). [3 
Theorem 6!* Suppose M is metric, C is com,pact, X is a closed subset of 
A! X C, X x Y is paracompuet, ap&d Z is the image of Y under a closed 
map. ?*4Een X X Z is prlrdlcompact. 
Proof. Let M’ = {m E M 1 ((m, c) E X for some c E C) . Since M’ is metric 
and X is a closed subset o?‘M’ X C, we “ssume without loss of general- 
- _k% be ihe projection *up (I Siu: ce C is compact and 
X is closed in M X: C, n/X is a perfect map. Since we assume 
W/X maps X onto M. ), X X Y is paraeo 
that M X ‘V is par;acomyact X Z is paracompact b
Since C is compact, M X Z ns paracompac 
X is a c:losled. subslet o
5. Tm? 0 i$mg to se 
fe u,se the convention that an ordinal at is e set of al4 ordinals less 
tfran QC, topologized with the usual interval topology. 
. stippose 01 is 
a clused m4zp. 
GWXU~, and 2 is the image 
1 i9 
Suppose H and K are disjoint closed subsets of Q X 27, our aim is 
disjoint open sets containing H and K. 
Suppose f is a closed map from Y onto 2. or each ordinal fl< Q, 
let Og be the set of all open intervals in QI which have p as tkir maxi- 
mal value. U rac Q { 6@ ) is a basis for the topology of at made up of eom- 
pact sets. 
We first “fattens’ H and K by proving: 
Lemma A. There are disjoint closed subsets H” and .A? of ct X 2 such 
that 
(a) (& z) E H implies there exists 0 E 6, such that (0 X {x}) C H” , 
(b) (pt z) E K implies there exists 0 E 0, such that (0 X (2)) Z K”. 
f. We construct a closed set H” having propert:’ [a) which is dis- 
from K. Using the same technique we can the-i, clearly, construct 
a closed set K* having property (b) which is disjoint from H”. 
Let H’ = (id, X f)- 1 (H) and R’ = (id, X j)- ’ (K). The H’ and K’ are 
closed and disjoint in ~1 x Y and, since Q X Y is normal, there is an open 
set U in Q X Y containing H’ such that 0 n K = $5. 
For each x = (/?, z) E H, choose a y E f 1 (z) and an Or E 6, such 
that (0, X {y}) C U; define Hx = Ox X {z}. Define H” io be the closure 
in Q X 2 of UxEH (H,). 
Certainly H” has property (a). It remains to prove that H” n K = 9. 
Suppose (A, IV) E AZ’; we prove (A, w) $ H*. Let n: Q X Y + Y be the 
projection map. Let U’ = ‘K(( (X} X Y) n 0). Since U’ is closed in Y and 
f is closed, Z-a f(U) is open in 2. Since 0 n AT” = 0, w E 2 - f( CT). Since 
H and M are closed and disjoint, there is a Y E 6, and an open Isubset 
’ (PI w) f~ H= 0. Choose WC (ii&f(U’)). 
S = (a x .Z) - ((id, x f)((ar x Y) - T)) , 
Note that S and T are disjoint. 
claim. H C int S and K C int 7”. 
Proo$ Suppose x = (P, z) E H; ty Lemma A there is an 0 E 6, such 
that (43 X {z]) c H*. Let 
L = n[(Q x Y) n ((0, x Y) -S)] . 
If y E f- 1 (z), the compact set 0 X ij) is contained in S, so there is 
an open set R of Y containinp, y such that (0 X R) C S. Thus 
Enfl(z)=$!kDefineS, = 0 X (2 -f(z)). Since f is a closed map, 
S’ is an open set. But x F Sx C S, so H C int S. Likevlise, Kc int T; 
hence Theorem 7’ is proved D c7 
6. An example of a space not in 32 
Spaces X, Y and Z will no/w be described such that X X Y & nonnd, 
2’ is the image of Y under a clowd map, but .X X 2 is root normal. 
The space Y in this example is metric and the space 2 has only one 
point whose preimage in Y is not a single point Nagami raised the 
question [ 151 of the existence of such a family of spaces tith Y metric, 
for: If X x Y is normal, Y is paracompact, 2 is the image of Y under 
a closed map, and 2 is first countable, then X X 2 is normal. 
X is Bing’s example of a normal but not collectiionwise norm 
[2]. Let P(q) be the collect on of all subsets of a1 . 
of all functions that map P(o.1) into {&It }. For each a < al, de 
fa to be the function in X defined by 
Let+ UJo<wl. If QI < w1 and 99 is a finite subse of P ("1 ), Pet 
m, 93) = tfE Xl )=&&II) for allA = g} . 
ologke X by letting sets spf the form U(cw:, 93 ) be basic neighbor- 
:L.z40ds off, and declaring points in X- F to be open. The space x is 
nomd :md count&ly paracompact. Note that the points of’F form a 
discrete closed subset of X. 
Y is the discrete union of o1 copies of ~0 + I l Let D be :dl with 
the discrete topology; give u. + 1 the usual order to@owG Then 
Y=DX (W~+ l).SinceoO + 1 is metrizable, obvioursly Y is metrizable; 
Z is the closed image of Y one obtains by identifying the limit points 
in Y to a sGq#e point which we call q. Then Z = (4) u (D X wo), a 
wedge of dmple sequences. Each point of G ;: a0 is open in 2. IV is a 
neighborhood of q if and only if for each QL < w1 there is an i, E q, 
suchthatN3 {q} w {(~y,pz)~cy<c3~ an6:i,<n<wO}. 
Since X is normal and countably paracompact and q, + 1 is com- 
pact and metric, XX (~3~ + 1) is norma! by Fact l(c). Thus, since Y 
is the 4iscr~te union of copies of u,, + 1 9 X x Y is non-& 
It remains to prove that X X 2 is rtot normal. We produce two dis- 
joint close&! sets H and k: of X X Z which cannot be separated Define 
~7 = F X (4). P;‘or each ar < q reorder the points cfs 18< Q by wO, i.e., 
let uB laCdl = -&VixoO. Define 
Clearly H is closed and H f? K = 8. 
is closed observe that 3~10 point outside of F X (q} is 
a limit point of K. Suppwe 7 < w1 ; we construct a neighborhood of 
cf,, q] missing K. For 
define la =OifaG y. 
Q > y there is an i, E q, such that f; =fr ; 
)] X N(q)isano 
Let U be an open set in 
U. Since ~3~ is uncountable, by the technique 
g in 121, the is an uncountable subset S of w1 and a finite! sub- 
ofI;P(01) such that: 
(1) ifBE ‘33 and (II, /3E S, the0 f %a ri “6, Hndf (B) =f (1%); 
(2) if C E 9 (w 1 ) - 99, then there is at most one at E% with k E 
Brcuof: Suppose (3 is a fmite subset of P(w, ); we prove 
By (2), since M is infinite, there is a 7 E M such that (73, f~ (e - g) = $!I. 
Let f be any point of X such that f(A) = f,(A) for A E L99, and f(A) == 
fa(A) for A E c! . Since fT(A) = for (A ) for A E 39 there is such a point 
andf E U(cx,e)n U(y, cle,). 
I 
r)roofi Choose: acountable infinite subset L of S and a /3 E S such thaut 
p > a for all a k L. For every r[ll E S, there is an JZ, EI a0 such that 
Nor 3 ((0, i) 1 1’ > n, ) _ So there is an integer n and an uncountabjle SU!P 
set M of S swh that nr = II for all 7 E M. Since L is infinite, there is ari 
i > n and an a E L such that for = ff. Thus g’, @, i)) E K and, for all 
qGMI, v(ru,f$lT)X (pIi) C USo,byClaima,Cf,,4&i))~Kf~ 0. 
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